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Kerdiffstown
House

KEY:
Licence Boundary
FB

Extraction wells (Detail 1), located at 40 to 60m spacings over Zone 1 and
Pool
Zone 1A. Current assumption for 40m spacings towards
sensitive receptors
(houses etc), and 60m over the rest of the site. This will be assessed and
revised as appropriate when phased gas pumping trials conducted during
remediation and installation of wells. See Detail 1

Potential use of bio-filter media to prevent
excessive emissions (0.6m depth)
Lipped edge to prevent
surface water ingress
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Remediated Waste Extents
Active Extraction Well - Zones 1 and 3 (Detail 1)

At 50m spacing installed plain pipe tee
attached to horizontal perforated pipework for
potential elevated cowls venting or attaching
to the active extraction system. Vent trench
would need to be capped in this instance.

Perimeter Gas Monitoring Borehole (Detail 2)
Perimeter Venting Trench
Depth
TBC

63mm MDPE SDR 17.6 pipework for connection
of well to manifolds. Buried within the remediation
layer and installed with falls to drain condensate
to manifolds.
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Perimeter monitoring boreholes at 20 spacings towards the
sensitive receptors (houses and other structures), 50m
spacings elsewhere on western flank. To be 20m from edge
of waste so may be located on landfill side of road tbc.

Inferred Zone Boundary

Natural strata

Sand Pit

ZONE 1A

Low permeability
capping

Chapel

Perimeter monitoring boreholes at 20m spacings
towards Kerdiffstown House.

BH60

Vent trench with granular fill
(non-calcareous) natural methane
oxidation should treat a large proportion
of the methane

BH61

e
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Gas collection layer
granular fill (non-calcareus)

Zone 1 Carrier Main

W a s t e / M a t e r i a l

Zone 3 Carrier Main
63mm Collection Pipework from Wells to Manifold
Manifold

Low permeability membrane (to be
determined by risk assessment)
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Existing Perimeter Gas Monitoring Borehole

Detail 3: Perimeter Venting Trenches (NTS)

In-Waste Gas Monitoring Borehole (Subject to
Remediation/Development works)
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EMW09

Potential use of pin wells where steep slope
prevents the use of full scale drilling rig.
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DB15
EMW10
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NOTES:
1. For detailed description of Zones, refer to Chapters 3 and 12 of
the EIAR

EMW02

2. All levels to metres OD (Malin Head)
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EMW04

QUARRY

BH67

BH64

63mm MDPE SDR 17.6 pipework for connection of well to manifolds. Buried
within the cap and installed with falls to drain condensate to manifolds.
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EMW08
EMW07

Manifolds - number and location to be determined during
detailed design and may be influenced by pumping trial and
the numbers of wells installed.

BH66
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Manifolds. Installed on waste at areas of high gradient, and within fenced compounds.
Each well connection to manifold includes gas extraction control valve and gas
sampling port. Manifold will include condensate removal (either pumped or drain to
waste mass - to be confirmed on detailed design). Manifold housed in chambers
which include surface water drain and ventilation provision. All to be assessed, zoned
and provided signage for ATEX.

Vent trench and gas collection layer (Detail 3).

BH79

BH76A

No perimeter boreholes required along south and south eastern
flanks due to lack of sensitive receptors, and Morell River acting as
gas barrier for migration
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ZONE 2A
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BH80

ZONE 2B

e
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Vent trench and gas collection layer (Detail 3). Assumed to offer suitable gas
control for Zones 2A and 2B at this stage. Vent trench to include provision of
horizontal pipework at 50m spacings which can be converted to venting
cowls or active extraction if required
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BH71

Cap thickened to
chamber height
if required

Concrete for cover

+82.5
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250mm MDPE PN10 pipework for carrier
mains (subject to assessment during pumping
trial). Buried or surface laid depending on
location and public access. Laid on virgin
ground where possible or with suitable falls:
(refer to table in key)

Rubber bung or plastic
cap with two gas taps

ZONE 4

90

Lockable cover (above ground
or flush with surface)

Bentonite seal 2m bcl

MDPE gas membrane attached to
well head gas tight but not welded
so that adjustments can be made
for settlement

Unperforated well casing
over at least the length of
the bentonite seal

Zone 4 contains limited waste and gas generation is anticipated to be
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BH73

Non calcareous single size
gravel or similar inert
material

Proprietary slip joint for
settlement allowance

Landfill Infrastructure
Compound

slotted well casing

Client

Remediation of Zone 4 will comprise placement of low permeable soils,

95

Non calcareous gravel fill
(20 - 40mm) <5% fines

07/08/2017

Jacobs, Merrion House, Merrion Road, Dublin 4
Tel:+353(1)269 5666
www.jacobs.com

3mm ID nylon tube to 0.5m
above the base of the
standing groundwater level

Plain pipe to 3m bcl

CSM Zo
ne 3
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BH72

Bentonite or cement
bentonite seal
63mm gas pipework

85

95

Flexible well hose coupled to well
head and gas extraction

SCALE 1 : 2000

ZONE 3

90

Leachate sampling port 2"
Water tight lockable lid
with ATEX signage

100

Gas sampling port 2"

85

generation from remaining wastes are anticipated to be sufficiently low
for treatment through natural bio-oxidation in the cover system.
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160mm OD PM10, SDR 17.6
slotted pipe

Borehole diameter normally
150mm

OUTLINE LANDFILL GAS MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Drawing status

Bottom cap

Jacobs No.

Borehole below well and
seal backfilled with well
compacted arisings
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This drawing is not to be used in whole or part other than for the intended
purpose and project as defined on this drawing. Refer to the contract for full
terms and conditions.
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Detail 2: Perimeter Monitoring
Well (NTS)
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Detail 1: Gas Collection Well (NTS)
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450mm

EIAR SUBMISSION
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Drilled to within 2m of landfill base

Bentonite or cement
bentonite seal below base
of well. 2m minimum
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Screw on end cap
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Table for carrier main falls:
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Condensate removal required at low points of carrier mains where condensate will pool.
The condensate removal system will either be a gravity drain to the landfill mass or a
pumped system. Pumped condensate pots will either return the condensate to the
landfill (the landfill Zone from which the gas was extracted) or to the leachate extraction
system for treatment and discharge.
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Zone Table:

Lake

ZONE 1

